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Outline

This slide set covers the sequential statements and 
the VHDL process (do NOT con-fuse with sequential 
circuits)

1. VHDL process

2. Sequential signal assignment statement

3. Variable assignment statement

4. If statement

5. Case statement

6. Simple for loop statement
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Behavioral Style

• A behavioral style architecture uses 
algorithms in the form of sequential programs 
to describe a system.

• The statement part of a behavioral style 
architecture consists of one or more process 
statements.

• Each process statement is, in its entirety, a 
concurrent statement. Accordingly, processes 
can execute simultaneously.

• Statements inside a process are sequential 
statements. They are executed in sequence 
and their order is critical to their effect.



VHDL Process
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1. VHDL Process

• Contains a set of sequential statements to 

be executed sequentially

• The whole process is a concurrent statement

• Can be interpreted as a circuit part enclosed 

inside of a black box

• May or may not be able to be mapped to 

physical hardware
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syntax

• Variables can be declared here. No signals can be 
declared in a process.

• The statement part of a process consists of zero 
or more sequential statements. 

• The order of the sequential statements affects what 
logic is synthesized.
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• Two types of process

o A process with a sensitivity list

o A process with wait statement

• A process with a sensitivity list must not 

contain any wait statements.

• A process without a sensitivity list must 

contain at least one wait statement, or its 

simulation will never end.

Types of Process
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A process with a sensitivity list

• Syntax

process(sensitivity_list)

declarations;

begin

sequential statement;

sequential statement;

. . .

end process;
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• The sensitivity list is a list of signals to which the 

process responds and declarations are local to the 

process.

• A process is NOT invoked (as in prog. lang) but is 

either:

• Active (known as activated)

• Inactive (known as suspended)

• A process is activated when a signal in the sensitivity 

list changes its value, Its statements will be executed 

sequentially until the end of the process.

• It then suspends again, waiting on another signal in 

sensitivity list to change

A process with a sensitivity list
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• The following process has an incomplete sensitivity list, 

i.e., executes when a changes but remain inactive for 

changes in b and c

• For a combinational circuit, all input should be included 

in the sensitivity list

Example: 3-input AND circuit
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A process with wait statement

• Process has no sensitivity list

• Process continues the execution until a 

wait statement is reached and then 

suspended

• Forms of wait statement:

owait on signals;

owait until boolean_expression;

owait for time_expression;

• Wait statements and processes containing 

them are discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
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Example 3-input AND circuit

• This process immediately executes and computes the 

output for y It then waits for a change on a, b or c 

• on a change it continues and resets the output y to a new 

value based on the input signal change, and suspends 

again

• A process can has multiple wait statements

• Process with sensitivity list is preferred for synthesis 
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Using a Process to Describe 

Combinational Logic

• Processes can be used to describe 

combinational or sequential systems. 

• Two requirements for a process to 

synthesize to a combinational system are:

1. The process’s sensitivity list must contain 

all signals read in the process.

2. A signal or variable assigned a value in a 

process must be assigned a value in all 

possible executions of the process.



Sequential signal   

assignment statement
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Sequential signal assignment statement

• Syntax 

signal_name <= 

value_expressi

on;

• Syntax is 

identical to the 

simple 

concurrent 

signal 

assignment



Case Statement
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Syntax

• The case_expression

term functions just like 

the select_expression

term in a selected signal 

assignment stmt

• As was true for selected 

signal assignment, 

choice_i terms must be 

mutually exclusive and 

all inclusive (keyword 

others may be used to 

cover all unused values)

case case_expression is

when choice_1 =>

sequential statements;

when choice_2 =>

sequential statements;

. . .

when choice_n =>

sequential statements;

end case;
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A two-input XOR using a case 

statement
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E.g., 4-to-1 mux
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E.g., 2-to-22 binary decoder
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Notes 

• Recall that, for a process to describe a 
combinational system, one of the 
requirements is that in every execution of the 
process all of the outputs must be assigned a 
value.

• To ensure this, default assignment 
statements assign values to all of the outputs 
at the beginning of the process. This prevents 
latches from being inferred

• A null statement performs no action. Its only 
function is to pass control on to the next 
statement.
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Example of a 74F539 Decoder

Equivalent
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Example of a 74F539 Decoder

Equivalent
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Example of a 74F539 Decoder

Equivalent
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Case statement and selected signal 

assignment

• Two statements are the same if there is 

only one output signal in case statement

• Case statement is more flexible

• Sequential statements can be used in 

choice branches



Select 

Statement

case 

Statement
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Case statement and selected signal 

assignment



IF Statement
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Syntax

if boolean_expr_1 then

sequential_statements;

elsif boolean_expr_2 then

sequential_statements;

elsif boolean_expr_3 then

sequential_statements;

. . .

else

sequential_statements;

end if;
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XOR gate described using an if statement 

with an else clause.
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Note:

• Adding default assignments at the beginning of a process 

eliminates the need for an else clause when describing 

combinational circuits using an if statement.
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A 2-to-4 decoder using nested if 

statements
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A 4-bit magnitude comparator using 

processes containing if statements.
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A 4-bit magnitude comparator example 

(continue…).
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Comparison to conditional signal assignment

• The two statements are the same if there is only 

one output signal in if statement

• If statement is more flexible because sequential 

statements can be used in then, elsif and else
branches:

o Multiple statements

o Nested if statements 
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Comparison to conditional signal assignment
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Example: Find the max of a, b, c
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e.g., 2 conditional sig assignment codes

• Although shorter, it is more difficult to understand
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e.g., “sharing” boolean condition 

• Another situation that if stmts are good for is 

when many operations are controlled by the 

same Boolean conditions
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e.g., “sharing” boolean condition cont… 

• We would need to repeat the Boolean expression 

in the if stmt in all three of the equivalent 

conditional signal assignment stmts
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Incomplete branch and incomplete signal 

assignment

• According to VHDL definition:

oOnly the “then” branch is required; “elsif” and 

“else” branches are optional 

o Signals do not need to be assigned in all 

branches

oWhen a signal is unassigned due to omission, 

it keeps the “previous value” (implying 

“memory”) 

o Although syntactically  correct, the omissions 

introduce  unwanted memory elements
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Incomplete branch 

• E.g., • It implies

• This implies a  circuit with  a  closed feedback loop, which  

constitutes internal states or memory.
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• Fix
The correct code should be:

• For a  combinational  circuit,  the else  branch should 

always be included  to  avoid  the unwanted memory 

or  latch. 

Incomplete branch 
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Incomplete signal assignment 

• E.g.,

• Although syntactically correct, the incomplete signal 

assignment infers unwanted memory.
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Fix #1:

• The  correct code 

should  have the 

signals assigned  

in all branches.
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Fix # 2:

• One way to make the 

code compact  and 

clear is to assign a 

default value for each 

signal in the beginning 

of the process: 
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Case Statement versus If Statement

• Case and if statements are similar in that 

they both allow us to select between 

execution of alternative sequences of 

sequential statements.

• Since an if statement is capable of 

evaluating multiple arbitrarily complex 

conditions to make a selection, it is more 

flexible than a case statement.



LOOP STATEMENT
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Simple for loop statement

• VHDL provides a variety of loop constructs

• Only a restricted form of loop can be 

synthesized

• Syntax of simple for loop: 

for index in loop_range loop

sequential statements;

end loop;

• loop_range must be static

• Index assumes value of loop_range from 

left to right
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Notes: 

• we do not need to explicitly declare a loop 

parameter.

• The loop parameter only exists while the 

loop is being executed, and is not visible 

outside of the loop.

• Within the sequence of sequential 

statements, the loop parameter is treated 

as a constant. Thus, it can be read by 

statements within the loop, but it cannot be 

written.
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Example: bit-wise xor

NOTE: 

This is just a 

demonstration 

example.

This is easily 

accomplished 

alternatively 

using 

‟y <= a xor b;‟
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• E.g., reduced-xor  

consider a group of 

four signals, a3, a2, a1 

and ao.

The reduced-xor

operation of the four 

signals is a3 xor a2 

xor a1 xor ao.
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Example: reduced-xor
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Next Statement

• A next statement is used to terminate the 
current iteration of an enclosing loop 
statement and go to the next iteration. If the 

next statement includes a condition, 

completion of the current loop iteration is 

conditional.
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Exit Statement

• An exit statement is used to terminate the 
execution of an enclosing loop statement. If 
the exit statement includes a condition, 

termination of the loop is conditional.
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A 4-bit magnitude comparator 

described using a for loop
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A 4-bit magnitude comparator 

described using a for loop
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VARIABLES

• Variables are used to store intermediate values 
in a process or subprogram.

• Variables must be declared in the declarative 
part of the process or subprogram in which 
they are used. 

• A variable is local to the process or 
subprogram in which it is declared

• Variables in a process preserve their values 
between executions of the process. That is, 
between its suspension and reactivation. 

• In contrast, variables in a subprogram do not 
preserve their values between executions of 
the subprogram.
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Variable Initial Value

• A variable can optionally be assigned an initial 

value when it is declared.

• An initial value is assigned by using the variable 

assignment symbol := . For example:

• Importantly, IEEE 1076.6 compliant synthesizers 

ignore initial values assigned tovariables. 

• Accordingly if a variable requires an initial value, 

it should be assigned by a separate variable 

assignment statement

variable count : std_logic_vector (3 downto 0)  := “0000”;
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Variable Assignment Statement

• Variables are assigned values by using a variable 

assignment statement. 

• To distinguish assignments to variables from 

assignments to signals, two different assignment 

symbols are used. 

• The symbol := is the variable assignment symbol. 
For example:
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Variable and Signal Differences

• Inside a process, a signal can be assigned 

multiple times, but only the last assignment takes 

effect 
process(a,b,c,d)

begin                         

y <= a or c;            

y <= a and b;         

y <= c and d;         

end process;            

process(a,b,c,d)

begin

y <= c and d;

end process;

What happens if the 3 
statements are 
concurrent statements?
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Variable and Signal Differences

• A variable used in a process must be 

declared inside the process. A signal used 

in a process must be declared outside of 

the process (in the declarative part of the 

architecture or as a port in the associated 

entity declaration).

• A variable is only visible in the process in 

which it is declared. A signal is visible to all 

processes in the architecture in which it is 

declared.
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PARITY DETECTOR EXAMPLE

• A few examples of designs for a parity 
detector are given in this section. 

• These examples clarify some important 
concepts concerning variables and signals.

• Design entity parity takes a four-element 
std_logic_vector named din as its input and 
has a single std_logic output oddp.

• Output oddp is asserted when the number 
of 1s in the input vector is odd, otherwise it 
is unasserted.
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Dataflow Description of Parity 

Detector
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Loop and Signal Description of Parity 

Detector
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Why????

• the process contains a total of five sequential assignments to signal 

odd:
odd <= '0';

odd <= odd xor din(3);

odd <= odd xor din(2);

odd <= odd xor din(1);

odd <= odd xor din(0);

• Since odd is a signal, the assignment of a value to it does not take 

effect until after the process suspends.

odd <= odd xor din(0);

• At initialization, odd is given the value 'U„. After the process suspends 

odd is assigned 'U' xor din(0), which evaluates to 'U'. Thus, the 

process always computes the value 'U' for odd.
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Loop and Variable Description of

Parity Detector
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AVOIDING COMBINATIONAL LOOPS

• If we are attempting to describe a combinational 

system, our description must not contain any 

combinational loops. 

• The existence of such a loop can lead to circuit 

instability.
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Dataflow description of a NAND gate circuit 

containing a combinational loop.
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?

Finally….

Any Questions
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Homework:

• Solve the following problems of chapter 5:

8, 9, 12, 17, 20, 27


